PLATE 18.
Shows the manner of forming the moulds, for the rail of a circular stairs, having sixteen winders, running from a landing to a rake, and rake to a landing.
Fig. 1 being the given plan of the rail, the winders commencing at s u and ending at t v and from tv to s u the landing from a to b and c to d of figs. 2 and 3 being the length of the concave and convex falling moulds, when placed upon the height rods 11 and v v. The stretch-outs of s t and u v, and their application to the base of figs. 2 and 3 for the formation of the concave and convex falling moulds, and obtaining the joints and their application to the given plan, fig. 1, the heights being obtained in the same manner from the several joints of fig. 2 for the formation of the face-moulds ABED and E, as has been described in the preceding plates. It should be observed that the lower easing at a, fig. 2, is raised half a riser above its base that the balusters on the landing may be equal in length to the long balusters on the rake. The perpendicular at s being the first riser and 11 the height rod, which gives the proper angle of inclination to the falling moulds, and the same to the concave side of the rail. The distance from a to the hypothenuse (the lower edge of said mould) is twelve inches, and that upon the rake eight inches, then divide the distance into six equal parts, and by the intersection of lines from each of those parts the easing will be formed. The upper easing is the same as has been described in the preceding plates, also the manner of obtaining points for the easing upon the convex falling mould.
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